by Dave Lesko
Dave Lesko is a detective in a large police
department just outside of Chicago. There are
only two things that rival his enthusiasm for his
family: the Chicago Bears, his job and monster
models. OK, that’s three things but you get the
picture.
When Dave purchased Black Heart’s 1:1 scale
Predator wall-hanger, sculpted by Joe Simon,
he was as determined as Mike Harrigan
(Danny Gover’s Detective character in
Predator 2) to put a killer finish on the beast.
To prep for painting the kit, Dave searched for
reference photos, researched color theory and
painting techniques, and plotted out the course
for doing our Predator justice. Dave began
documenting his build up on The Clubhouse
Modeling Forum. The first few installments
prompted Black Heart to approach him about
collaborating on an article for our website.
Dave was honored. So were we!!
Thanks, Detective, for making us look good.

I’m fairly new to painting kits. The reason I posted on Clubhouse was to present a step-by-step explanation of how I was
finishing Black Heart's Predator wall-hanger. My purpose was not to teach but to learn and get suggestions from other
modelers. I wanted do this piece justice and the only way to do that was to ask for help. I had never worked on something
this large and detailed. I appreciate all the encouragement and advice CH members gave while I was working on this.
The kit is a life size Predator bust from Black Heart Enterprises. It was designed with a flat back so that it could hang on a
wall like a painting. The detail is just incredible. Photos don’t do it justice.
There were significant seam lines on this casting, one on each side
of the lower jaw right through the detail, one running front to back
under the lower jaw, one around the edge of the crest and one
around each side of the dreadlocks. I used a file to get rid of the
seam lines and then used files and needles to etch some of the
detail back in that was lost. I used dish soap and hot water to clean
each piece and then set it out to dry over night. The next step was
to glue the dreadlocks to the head.
At 18 inches tall and 13 inches wide, this thing is huge! I glued on
the dreads and the lower mandibles using 5 minute epoxy in the
center with superglue on the outside. I hit the superglue with
zipkicker to get it to set immediately and this provided enough
support to allow to 5 minute epoxy to set.
There was a large gap between the dreadlocks and where they attached
to the crest. I screwed two small strips of wood to the back of the bust to
tie the three pieces together, just to be safe. Then I attached a saw tooth
picture hanger to the back so I could secure the Predator to its temporary
painting stand. →
I used Aves 2-part sculpting putty to fix the gap and tie in the dreadlocks
to the crest. Once primed you could never tell there was a gap.
←This pic shows the
incred-ible detail Joe
Simon sculpted into this kit.

I made a temporary painting stand
from scrap wood and pieces of 2 x
4. I used the picture hanger to
attach it to the base. →

I attached the mandibles with
super glue and 5 minute epoxy. I
filled the small gap this created
with super glue and zipkicker.
Once dry, I primered the area with
a few coats of Krylon White
Sandable Primer and it blended
perfectly.

This Predator has a remarkable amount of detail and I wanted to bring it out. Because I figured
washes would end up being a big pain, I made a glaze using Golden brand Glazing Liquid and their
Raw Umber acrylic paint. This was a bit of an experiment for me because I had never done a glaze.
I painted the glaze all over the skin, but left the mouth and dreadlocks alone. I let this set up for a
few minutes and then used paper towels to wipe it off, letting that dark color remain down in the
recesses of the detail. ↓
I used a rag dampened with airbrush cleaner to wipe it down again and it upped the contrast a bit.

I thinned down Garage Kit Color's Predator Flesh and misted it over the glazed area until I liked how it looked. I wanted
to make the detail more subtle. I got the idea for this technique from how some people paint dinosaur models. I wanted
him to have a lot of depth. Additional coats will blend even more and when I start putting in some layers and the spots, it
will be even more subtle.

To paint the underlying brown pattern I used Garage Kits Colors Trans Tie in Brown,
Trans Burnt Sienna, Trans Rich Brown, Trans Dusty Pink, African Flesh and Predator
Flesh, along with Golden Trans Shading Grey. I misted these colors into the crevasses
and also created a pattern on spots, making sure to keep them light.

For reference, I used screen grabs and photos of various Predator build ups. Problem was they weren't just of the Elder. I
used some Garage Kit Color green grey and trans green along with some various browns and grays to change it up a bit
and knock back the brown tones. I felt it needed an overall green tone to the skin. Then I added in the black pattern by
using Garage Kit Colors Jet Black.
I used a brush to hand paint dots in a pattern that followed the
crest and then came down into the middle fold that runs down
the center of the head. Once I was finished, I used Pun13
Black to lightly mist over the pattern. This helped to make it
look like it was a part of the skin. I also added some trans
dusty pink to the creases.
He's slowly coming together. The mouth was glazed with a
dark brown and then misted over with pink. I gave it reddish
wash, and then used some shading grey to darken some areas.
Lastly I used some washes of purple, red and pink to add some
interest and painted in some red and blue veins. Once this was
totally dry I used Future Floor Polish to gloss the mouth. This
gives it was very high gloss shine.
I base-coated the teeth in Garage Kit Colors Natural Bone.
Then I gave them a gloss coat so that the washes would flow
nicely.
I made a Burnt Sienna oil wash and a wash that was a blackishbrown color. I first used the blackish brown wash on the lower
half of each tooth and then added the lighter wash to the top
half of each tooth allowing it to flow down into the darker
wash at the bottom. This made them blend together in the
middle.
I used a small pointed brush to blend the two washes in just
where they met. This made the top of the tooth lighter than the
base with a gradual progression from light to dark.

Once that was dry, I used Golden transparent shading grey to darken the base of each tooth. Lastly, I added some
highlights to the sides and top by lightly spraying on off white.
The eyes were painted with a brush
by hand. I painted the iris black and
then used a burnt orange to fill in the
center. I then painted small lines
radiating from the center in orange,
brown and yellow. The black pupil
was added and then I glossed them
with Future.

For the dreads, I mixed painted them
Pun13 Black and then used a bluish
grey color I mixed to lay in a
squiggle pattern to break up the
color. Next I gave them a wash of
black to bring out the detail. I
painted his collar the same way.
The jewelry and beads were painted
with different shades of gold, brown
and silver using craft. Then I
touched up the dreadlocks.
Once this was finished, I went back
over the kit and fixed a few things I
was unhappy with. I added some
lighter pink to the high points and
purple to the low points of the mouth
to add some depth. I also gave the
skin an overall wash of brown to up
the contrast. Once I was happy with
everything I sealed it was Testors Dull Coat.
The quills were added with superglue and painted white with a mist of shading grey at the base and this guy was finished.

This kit was a blast to paint and I’m very happy with how it turned out. If you can get your hands on one, I can’t
recommend it enough. Thanks for following along.

You

can see more of my work on my Art Page:

https://www.facebook.com/ArtofDaveLesko

Editor’s Note: In 2013, Dave’s Predator was part of a Chicago area exhibit featuring art inspired by
horror, science fiction and fantasy. Below is the man admiring his work.

